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Determining what architecture products are needed to support software development within a larger systems engineering process
is a challenge. Existing documents such as the Department of Defense Architecture Framework provide some guidance, but
no defined product identification process. The method proposed in this article provides a repeatable process for selecting the
architecture products required to support a larger systems engineering effort, defines the content of each product, and identifies each product’s customer.
process and, more specifically, to decihe purpose of architecture is to process that includes the following [6]:
answer questions. In other words, the • Begins with understanding the sys- sion points within that process. This
tem requirements and specifications. allows the architect to determine what
architecture provides the information
needed by decision makers during the • Translates these specifications into a products need to be produced, when to
conceptual design in the form of a produce them, and what level of detail
course of the systems engineering
functional architecture.
needs to be present. To tie architecture
process to define concepts and processes,
allocate functionality, define test metrics, • Translates this functional architec- products to decision points, the architure into logical design or physical tect must understand what decisions
design software, and make other developarchitecture.
need to be made. It is a process that
ment decisions. However, the output of
begins with these questions:
the systems engineering (SE) process is
1. What is the output of my SE
not the architecture; rather, it is the sysprocess?
tem being produced [1]. Unfortunately,
2.
What decisions need to be made to
the architecture often becomes divested
produce
the output?
from the SE process it is meant to sup3. What sort of information is needed
port, becoming an output or deliverable
to make those decisions?
in and of itself [2].
4. Which architecture products provide
In part, this is perpetuated by governthe information in a format that is
ment regulations specifying that each
understandable to the decision
acquisition program produce architecture
maker?
with little thought as to how architecture
5.
When are the architecture products
will be used by the program [3, 4, 5]. So,
needed?
the output of most architecture efforts
6.
How should my project be staffed to
tends to be a three-ring binder that
those products?
produce
weighs five pounds or so, which no one
7.
Which
software
tools will help the
ever reads. This has given a bad name to
build
those
products?
architect
the architecting process, and has left
if
the
output
of the SE
example,
For
many decision makers asking why they
process
is
an
electronic
timecard
sysspent their limited money and time protem,
then
decisions
include
these:
ducing architectures.
“What are the expectations of its
To correct this situation, both the
users?” “How many employees will use
software-centric and system-centric comit concurrently?” “What technology
munities need to reexamine the architectoptions exist?” and “Which technical
ing process, rediscover the intended uses • Translates the physical architecture
option works best with the existing
for architecture, and ensure architecting
into a detailed design or implemen- timekeeping
business
process?”
is always done in support of the SE life
tation architecture for the system Concerning the time card software
cycle. For software designers, this will
ultimately to be produced or itself, the decision maker would probamean a break from the concept that four
acquired.
bly like to know the advantages and disor five standard Unified Modeling • Completes development through the advantages of different ways of enterLanguage (UML) diagrams will solve the
production of a product that con- ing time card data, ease of updating and
needs of all stakeholders. This article
forms to this architecture, potential- maintenance, and how the software will
presents one method for ensuring the
ly through various strategic sourcing interoperate with the business’ existing
architecture is producing the products
efforts and associated integration software.
needed to support the overall SE process.
and test.
Each of these decisions is made at a
These steps show the SE process for different point in the SE process, and
Tying Architectures Into the what it really is – a series of decision many of the decisions are interdependpoints leading up to a delivered product. ent. It is the architect’s job to recognize
SE Process
The SE process has been described as This means the architecture’s products this and suggest the appropriate mix of
an elaborate engineering decision must be tied to the rest of the SE architecture products that will provide

T

“Developing architecture

as part of a program’s
SE [systems engineering]
process can be a
critical component of the
program’s success, but
only if the right products
are identified and
produced at the right
time for the
right customer.”
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the needed information – in essence,
answer the questions. Figure 1 describes
this process.
Choose the set of software
Please note that the last step in the
tools that support product
process concerns what software tools are
production.
needed to build the architecture products.
Too often, a project starts with the
Determine how the customer will
notion, “We’re using XX company’s
use architecture
tool,” without considering how that soft(Questions to be answered).
ware will be used or even if it can be used
within the program’s existing SE process.
In fact, many of these tools assume an
SE process, and the software is optimized
Identify the set of
to produce architecture products
products that will produce
designed for that process (i.e., the
that information.
Rational Unified Process) [7]. While this
is not necessarily a bad thing, it does
Define the information
mean that the chosen tool is driving
the customer needs to answer
product selection and the overall process
the question.
to produce the architecture products.
Sometimes this situation is directed such
as a program that is required to use a
model-driven architecture [8] approach.
Figure 1: Product Identification Process
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the online
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START
version
of
this
article
at
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The
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time card
business
rules. a subset of the same customer’s questions and decision
important as understanding what infor- below contain
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points IT
to department
which architecture
information.
Testing plan use architecture
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test
Userproducts
testing plan.
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schedule,
integration
test
input.
input
and
provide
the
information
needed
to
testing plan?
Finally, a system has many customers.
into overall
responsibilities.
Step
One
answer
the
questions
or
support
a
deciThe electronic timecard system described
development plan.
in the earlier example has an obvious cus- Step one focuses on identifying the sion. It is important to remember that
tomer: the employee. However, there are architecture’s customers and determin- even when several customers need simiIdentify the set of
the architecture prodmany other customers such as the system ing each customer’s questions or deci- lar information,
products that will produce
that
information.
sions
they
need
to
make.
In
the
uct
and
the
level
of
detail for that proddevelopers, the company’s executives,
Customer-Question
Matrix
(Figure
2),
uct
might
be
different.
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customers
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Step Four

system, but the level of detail needed by
each would be much different.
For this Product-Information Matrix
(Figure 3), the information needed by
each customer is listed on the left axis,
and architecture products that could
provide that information are listed
along the top axis. Quite often, the
information needed will span several
architecture products. For instance,
determining who can update a company’s human resources database and
under what conditions an update can
occur may require activity diagrams, a
logical data model, a business rules
model, and other architecture products.
When possible, information needs as
described by the customers should be
consolidated so the matrix does not
become unwieldy, but only when the
information needed is at the same level
of detail. Although two customers may
need the same type of information to
answer their question, the information
they need may reflect a different level of
detail. For example, if a business owner
wants to understand database access
Figure 4: Customer-Product Matrix

permissions, then a business rules
model might be the best architecture
product to provide the information.
However, the database developer would
need a data model based on the business
rules to build the database. Few business owners will look at or understand a
data model, but it is the right product
for the developer.

Step Three

The next step in the process matches
each customer with the set of architecture products they need to answer questions and make decisions in a timely
manner. This step gives the architecture
developers the information they need to
plan the architecture development
process and integrate it into the overall
SE process. The Customer-Product
Matrix (Figure 4) supports this mapping, identifies when each product is
needed, and highlights dependencies
between products. In this matrix, the
customers are again listed along the top
axis, while the architecture products are
listed on the left axis. Delivery dates,
Customer:
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Managers

Finance
Department

IT Department

System Concept
Activity
and Process
Diagrams

DEC
JAN – High Level
APR – Final
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JAN – High Level
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Description

JAN – Initial
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JAN – Initial
MAR – Detailed
APR – Final

Regulation
Compliance
Traceability
Matrix

APR

MAR – Business
Rule Text

FEB – UML Class
Diagram

Data Model

product formats, i.e., activity diagram
versus data flow diagram, metrics, and
other information should be used to
indicate the mapping between customers and products.
It is likely that a specific product
such as the activity model will be identified
as being used by multiple customers.
Keep in mind that each customer will
probably use his or her activity model in
a different manner, which should be
captured in the information section of the
first matrix. This means that there probably will not be one activity model for
the architecture. Rather, there will be
several views of the activity model that
are relevant to a specific customer’s
information needs, derived from the
same pool of architectural data.

Users

MAR – Detailed

Now that architecture products needed
to support the SE process have been
identified, the last step is to choose the
software tools that the architects will use
to produce products in a format useful
for each customer’s decision-making
process. Typically, an executive-level decision maker will not want to look at a
product as displayed in a Computer
Aided Systems Engineering (CASE) tool,
while a software developer will not get
the information they need from a Power
Point presentation. So the architecture
should rely on a suite of tools to produce, store, and display the architecture’s
products. Each tool serves a defined purpose within the architecture, and together they support the creation and integration of the architecture.
Generally, there are four types of
software tools used to support architecture development: CASE tools, databases, executable modeling tools, and Web
sites. Normally, one tool of each type is
needed because each customer has different needs for viewing and using his
or her architecture products. One word
of caution, even though many vendors
will try to sell a one-size-fits-all software
solution, very few tools support all
aspects of your development process.
So choose the tool that provides the
information needed by that customer to
support his or her decision-making
process. Do not expect a customer to
modify his or her SE process or decision-making criteria just because your
software cannot deliver the architecture
in a form he or she can use.

Other Uses for the Matrices

Figure 4: Customer-Product Matrix
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lenge is determining how to staff the
development project, including how
many people to hire and what skills those
people should have. The information
contained in the matrices can also help
answer these questions. For example,
data models are generally produced later
in the SE life cycle than system use cases
are produced, meaning a project may not
need to hire a data modeler at the very
beginning of the project. Likewise, a
completed set of matrices will normally
show a need for several systems analysts
toward the beginning of the life cycle,
one or two during the middle, and a large
group at the end during the test and evaluation stage.
So, by matching the expected delivery dates for each architecture product
captured in the matrix, a good initial
staff skill set and loading matrix can be
produced. Staffing choices are not
always intuitive, and the completed
matrices can significantly help the program manager justify his project funding requirements by having hard numbers to base his staffing plan upon.

Conclusion

The purpose of architecture is to provide
the information needed by decision makers to make decisions. Developing an
architecture as part of a program’s SE
process can be a critical component of the
program’s success, but only if the right
products are identified and produced at
the right time for the right customer.
The matrix-based approach outlined
here has proven to be a repeatable and
successful process for its users. When
used early in the SE life cycle, it helps
focus developers on how the architecture should be used by zeroing in on the
questions to be answered and the information needed to answer those questions. During production, it helps set
customer expectations concerning the
types of products to be produced, the
level of effort and skills required to produce the products, and when each product will be delivered. At any time during
the life cycle, the information can be
used to show what decisions need to be
made and what architectural information these decisions should be based on.
Lastly, the matrices form a body of
knowledge that can be reused when
planning future projects.◆
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